A Near-Perfect Chiral Single-Photon Interface: Isolation and Unidirectional Emission
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Chiral quantum systems have received intensive attention in fundamental physics and applications in quantum information processing including optical isolation and photon unidirectional emission. We design an on-chip resonator-emitter system with chiral light-matter interaction. The system includes a microring resonator with near-unity optical chirality along both of the whole outside and inside walls, allowing a strong and chiral coupling of the Whispering-Gallery mode to a quantum emitter. Using this design and initializing a quantum dot in a specific spin ground state, we show a broadband optical isolation at the single-photon level over several GHz. Furthermore, a quantum emitter chirally coupling to the microring resonator can emit single photons unidirectionally. This chiral single-photon interface paves a way to realize optical non-reciprocity in on-chip quantum information processing and quantum networks.

PACS numbers: 42.50.Gy, 42.50.Ct, 42.25.Bs, 78.67.-n

Optical chirality, non-reciprocity and unidirectional emission are of particular interest in the fundamental science [1–12] and promise important applications in modern optical systems [13] and quantum information processing [14–18]. The recent progress in these fields has led to an emerging field called “chiral quantum optics” [12,14,19–29].

A strong chiral light-matter interaction is the basis of chiral quantum optics and achieved by coupling a quantum emitter (QE) with photon-spin dependent transitions to an electric (e-) field, transversely confined in a subwavelength space and consequently possessing the “spin-moment locking” (SML) at particular positions [14,20,27,28,30–38], where the photon-spin is dependent on its propagation direction. The reported realizations of the chiral light-matter interaction require either the magnetic-field-induced Zeeman shift [21] or an asymmetric dipole moment [28,30,39]. This letter will focus on proposing a novel chiral interface for single photons by initializing a QE in a special spin state.

Although optical non-reciprocity has been well studied in various systems and using different scenarios [39–52], optical isolation in the single-photon level has only been reported in quantum optical systems with chiral light-matter interaction [19,21,28,53], by using a chiral waveguide or a high-quality chiral cavity with the SML of photons. The chiral-waveguide-based single-photon isolation normally has a narrow bandwidth limited to the edge of the band, and the QE needs to be positioned precisely in a nanosize region [21,24,28,37,38]. On the other hand, the cavity-based schemes require a high-Q chiral cavity, which is normally bottle-shaped or made from a crystal [19,20,28,54]. This type of cavity has a large mode volume and a weak evanescent e-field due to a large cross-section area, resulting in a weak interaction with a QE near the surface. Thus, the bandwidths of these schemes are also narrow, typically up to tens of MHz [19,20,28]. Moreover, unidirectional emission of single photons is highly desired but has only been demonstrated in a chiral waveguide-emitter system [21,23,26,27,38].

In this letter, we present a solid-state chiral photonic interface for single-photon isolation and unidirectional emission. In our careful design, the silicon microring resonator has a subwavelength cross section so that its evanescent e-field is exceptionally strong and has a unity optical chirality (OC) over a large region surrounding the outside and inside walls. Thanks to the strong evanescent e-field, even the resonator with a moderate quality factor of ~10^5 can strongly couples to a negatively charged quantum dot (QD) with photon-spin dependent strengths, in a chiral way. In this, we can realize single-photon isolation by preparing the QD in one of its electron-spin ground states, and achieve unidirectional emission by initializing the QD in one of its trion states, both with a bandwidth spanning over several GHz.

The OC and subsequently the performance of our device are crucially dependent on the structure. So, we first explain our design before the discussion of the model describing the chiral light-emitter interaction. Our QD-resonator system, depicted in Fig. 1 consists of a silicon waveguide, a silicon microring resonator with the refractive index n_1 = 3.48, and a single negatively charged QD. The resonator with a radius 4.22 µm couples to the waveguide. The resonator Whispering-Gallery modes (WGMs) can decay into the waveguide at a rate κ_ee. The resonator and the waveguide are 0.9×55 µm wide and 0.22 µm thick. Such design allows us to obtain a high-quality WGM mode close to the telecommunication wavelength and a small mode volume. Our numerical simulation with the finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method using the software Lumerical yields an intrinsic quality factor of Q_M ~ 3.9 × 10^4 at the resonance wavelength λ_c ~ 1.556 µm, and a mode volume of ~1.55 μm^3 (see the supplemen-
The corresponding resonance frequency and the intrinsic decay rate are \( \omega_c = 2\pi \times 192.67 \text{ THz} \) and \( \kappa_i \approx 2\pi \times 4.94 \text{ GHz} \) respectively, yielding a total decay rate of \( \kappa = \kappa_{ex} + \kappa_i \approx 2\pi \times 9.88 \text{ GHz} \). Using the existing experimental technology, a higher Q factor, e.g. \( Q \sim 10^5 \) at 1.55 µm has been experimentally demonstrated in a SOI microring resonator [55], even when the mode volume is smaller [56]. The Q factor of our resonator is relative low because the spatial grid in our simulation is large, limited by available computational resource. The air gap \( n_2 = 1 \) between the waveguide and the ring resonator is set to 0.19 µm that the critical coupling condition is almost obtained, confirmed by a vanishing transmission, \( T \sim 0 \), of an empty resonator (see the supplementary material).

Now we design the structure of the microring resonator that the clockwise (CW) and counterclockwise (CCW) WGMs possess the SML. We numerically investigate the electric field distribution of these two modes. The input light from port 1 or 2 is TE mode, of which the e-fields are almost exclusively transversely polarized. The light entering the resonator via the waveguide is tightly confined in the transverse direction as the waveguide is almost circularly polarized, i.e. \( \sigma^\pm \)-polarized.

Next, we numerically evaluate the OC of our resonator by FDTD simulation. We first calculate the intensity difference between the left-circularly \( (\sigma^-) \) and right-circularly \( (\sigma^+) \) polarized components, \( C = (|\mathbf{E}(r) \cdot \mathbf{e}_{r^-}|^2 - |\mathbf{E}(r) \cdot \mathbf{e}_{r^+}|^2) \), at the position \( r \) with \( \mathbf{e}_{r^-} = (e_x - ie_y)/\sqrt{2} \) and \( \mathbf{e}_{r^+} = (e_x + ie_y)/\sqrt{2} \), where \( e_x \) and \( e_y \) are unit vectors along the \( x \) and \( y \) directions, respectively. For a TE mode input from the port 1, the intensity difference \( C \) is shown in Fig. 2(a). The evanescent e-field along the outside (inside) wall is almost \( \sigma^- \) \((\sigma^+) \)-polarized, while it is linearly-polarized in the middle of the resonator. The OC, defined as \( D = (|\mathbf{E}(r) \cdot \mathbf{e}_{r^-}|^2 - |\mathbf{E}(r) \cdot \mathbf{e}_{r^+}|^2)/(|\mathbf{E}(r) \cdot \mathbf{e}_{r^-}|^2 + |\mathbf{E}(r) \cdot \mathbf{e}_{r^+}|^2) \) [59,62], figures in what degree the field is locked to the light momentum. It is an important value showing the chirality of the field. The value \( D = 1(-1) \) implies the field is entirely \( \sigma^- \)\((\sigma^+) \)-polarized, while \( D = 0 \) corresponds to a linear polarization. Clearly, our designed resonator has nearly unity OC along both the outside and inside walls, see Fig. 2(b). For example, when the light enters the waveguide from the port 1 and excites the CCW mode, the outer (inner) evanescent e-field of the WGM is \( \sigma^- \)\((\sigma^+) \)-polarized, indicated by \( D \approx -1(1) \). We present more details of the structure of the fields and the OC in Fig. 2(c) at the cross area marked by the green line in Fig. 2(b). In stark contrast to the linearly-polarized e-field in the middle of the resonator, the evanescent e-field is a near-perfect cir-
circular polarization for both cases of light incident to the port 1 and port 2. When the light propagates reversely, the polarization of the evanescent e-field also interchanges. We obtain $|D| > 0.99$ from the surface of the outside wall to a position 280 nm away in the radial direction. This large chiral area of the e-field greatly relaxes the request for precisely positioning a QD. Importantly, the intensities of the evanescent fields near the outside and inside walls are almost equal to that in the middle of the resonator. This feature of our design, in comparison with the conventional bottle-shaped resonator, allows our resonator to couple to a QD near the resonator walls with a larger strength.

Now we go to describe the chiral and strong interaction between a QD and the resonator. As shown in Fig. 1, a negatively charged QD with a resonance wavelength $\lambda$ is positioned near the outside wall of the resonator. The QD has two transitions at $\lambda \sim 1550$ nm, driven by a circularly-polarized e-field. The light at this wavelength is transparent in silicon. The QD can be an InAs self-assembled QD grown on the silicon-dioxide/silicon substrates [63][65]. It has two electronic spin ground states, $|1/2\rangle = |\uparrow\rangle$ and $|-1/2\rangle = |\downarrow\rangle$, and two optically excited spin states, $|3/2\rangle = |\uparrow\downarrow\rangle$ and $|-3/2\rangle = |\uparrow\uparrow\rangle$, where $|\uparrow\rangle (|\downarrow\rangle)$ is the spin-up (spin-down) hole state, and $|\uparrow\rangle (|\downarrow\rangle)$ is the spin-up (spin-down) electronic state. When the QD is prepared in the $|1/2\rangle (|1/2\rangle)$ state, it can only be driven by the $\sigma^+ - \sigma^+$ polarized field to the state $|3/2\rangle (|3/2\rangle)$ in the absence of external magnetic field. Initialization of the QD to either ground state has been experimentally demonstrated with near-unity probability [66][68].

For simplicity, we assume that the QD is completed populated in the spin up ground state. In this case, the QD can be treated as a two-level system because no population is in the state $| -1/2\rangle$, see Fig. 1. It only couples to the CCW WGM of the resonator. One can engineer the QD to have various resonance wavelengths, dipole moments and decoherence rates. Here, we assume that it has a resonance wavelength $\lambda_q \sim 1.556$ µm (i.e. $\omega_q = \omega_c$) and a dipole moment $d = 20$ Debye, yielding a spontaneous emission rate $\gamma_q = d^2\omega_c^3/3\pi\epsilon_0\hbar^3 = 2\pi \times 5.29$ MHz [32]. Such parameters for the QD are available using the existing experimental technology [69][71]. The mode volume is calculated to be $V_m = 1.55$ µm$^3$, yielding the QD-resonator coupling strength $g = d\sqrt{\omega_c/2\epsilon_0\hbar V_m^2} = 2\pi \times 6.86$ GHz. Thus, we reach the strong coupling regime, $g > 2\kappa_i, \gamma_q$, when $\kappa_{ex} = \kappa_i$.

Because the QD is prepared in the state $|1/2\rangle$ and the external magnetic field is absent, the QD strongly couples to the CCW WGM but decouples from the counter-propagating CW WGM. Thus, our system is chiral. This chiral quantum QD-resonator system allows one to realize the single-photon isolation. The single-photon scattering method developed by Shen and Fan [72][73] has been widely used to study the propagation of single photons in a quantum system [28]. Below we first use this method to investigate the single-photon isolation in our system. Then, we show the dynamic non-reciprocity with single photons input into the ports 1 and 2 simultaneously. We can find the steady-state solution for the forward and backward transmission amplitudes [72], corresponding to the cases of single photons input to the ports 1 and 2, respectively, (see the supplemental material)

$$t_+ = \frac{\tilde{\Delta}_c [\tilde{\Delta}_c \tilde{\Delta}_q - \left(g_{a1}^2 + |g_{a1}|^2\right)] + \tilde{\Delta}_g \kappa_{ex} - g_{a1} g_{b1}^* - \tilde{\Delta}_q |h|^2 + i \left(|g_{b1}|^2 - |g_{a1}|^2\right) \kappa_{ex}}{\left(\tilde{\Delta}_c + i \kappa_{ex}\right) \left[\tilde{\Delta}_q (\tilde{\Delta}_c + i \kappa_{ex}) - \left(g_{a1}^2 + |g_{a1}|^2\right)\right] - g_{a1} g_{b1} h - g_{a1} g_{b1}^* h^* - \tilde{\Delta}_q |h|^2}$$

$$t_- = \frac{\tilde{\Delta}_c [\tilde{\Delta}_c \tilde{\Delta}_q - \left(g_{b1}^2 + |g_{b1}|^2\right)] + \tilde{\Delta}_q \kappa_{ex} - g_{b1} g_{a1}^* - g_{b1} g_{a1} h - g_{b1} g_{a1}^* h^* - \tilde{\Delta}_q |h|^2 + i \left(|g_{b1}|^2 - |g_{a1}|^2\right) \kappa_{ex}}{\left(\tilde{\Delta}_c + i \kappa_{ex}\right) \left[\tilde{\Delta}_q (\tilde{\Delta}_c + i \kappa_{ex}) - \left(g_{b1}^2 + |g_{b1}|^2\right)\right] - g_{b1} g_{a1} h - g_{b1} g_{a1}^* h^* - \tilde{\Delta}_q |h|^2}$$

where $\tilde{\Delta}_c = \omega - \omega_c + i \kappa$ and $\tilde{\Delta}_q = \omega - \omega_q + i \gamma_q$; $\kappa_{ex} = V^2/\nu_C$ is the external decay rate of the resonator due to the coupling V to the waveguide; and $\nu_C$ is the group velocity of the photon in the waveguide. $g_{a1}$ ($g_{b1}$) is the coupling strength between the CCW (CW) WGM and the QD. $h$ models the intermode backscattering between the CCW and CW WGMs, typically due to the surface roughness. We define the detuning $\Delta_c = \omega - \omega_c$ and always assume $\omega_q = \omega_c$ for simplicity. The forward and backward transmissions are $T_+ = |t_+|^2$ and $T_- = |t_-|^2$, respectively. We have $|g_{a1}| = g \sqrt{(1 - D)/2}$ and $|g_{b1}| = g \sqrt{(1 + D)/2}$ (see the supplemental material).

The steady-state forward and backward transmissions for different detunings and OCs are shown in Figs. 3(a) and (b). For our special design, we have $D = -0.99$ and $|h| \ll \kappa_i$, confirmed by the singlet peak at $\sim 1.556$ µm in the transmission of the bare resonator without the QD (see the supplemental material). The performance of the single-photon isolation for $D = -0.99$ is shown in Figs. 3(a). In the absence of the backscattering, i.e. $h = 0$, we obtain $T_+ \approx 0.99$ and $T_- \approx 0$ at $\Delta_c = 0$, corresponding to the insertion loss of $\mathcal{L} = -10\log(T_+) \approx 0.04$ dB and the isolation contrast $\eta = (T_+/T_-)/(T_+ + T_-) \approx 1$ [28][40]. Obviously, the single-photon isolation is achieved with almost zero insert loss and near-unity isolation contrast. Even for a relatively large backscattering $|h| = \kappa_i$, both the forward and backward transmissions only change very slightly, meaning a very small reduction in the performance. The bandwidth of the nonreciprocal frequency window is about $0.7k \approx 2\pi \times 7$ GHz. To
our best knowledge, this window is about two-to-three orders broader than the previous achievements [12 19 21 29]. As seen from Fig. 3(b), the isolation contrast is quite robust, decreasing slowly from 1 to 0.8 as the OC decreases from −1 to −0.5. While the insertion loss increases almost linearly during this region.

**FIG. 3.** (Color online) Single-photon transmission. (a) The steady-state transmission for |D| = 0.99. Red (blue) curves are for the forward transmissions $T_+$ ($T_−$) in the cases without the backscattering, i.e. $h = 0$, (solid curves) and with a backscattering of |h| = $κ$ (dashed curves). (b) Isolation contrast (blue curve) and insertion loss (red curve) as a function of the optical chirality $D$. $Δκ = 0, h = 0$. Other parameters for (a) and (b) are given in text. (c) Propagation of single-photon pulses, incident to the ports 1 and 2 simultaneously, through the QD-resonator system. Up (lower) panel shows the propagation of single-photon pulse input to the port 1 (2). Solid curves are the input single-photon wavefunction, and dashed curves for the transmitted wavefunction.

Although many previous schemes can isolate the reflection of an optical system when there is an only one input each time, they may suffer the dynamic reciprocity problem when lights entering the system excite fields propagating along two opposite directions at the same time [7,4]. Our scheme can circumvent this challenging problem. To prove this point, we perform numerical simulations for the propagation of single-photon wave packets entering the QD-resonator system from the port 1 and port 2 simultaneously (see the supplemental material). We apply Gaussian single-photon pulses with a duration $τ_p ≫ 2π/κ$, e.g. $τ_p = 300$ ns [28]. At resonance, it can be seen from Fig. 3(c) that the right-moving single-photon wavefunction can pass through the QD-resonator system with a transmission $T_+ = 0.92$. In contrast, the backward transmission probability of a left-moving single photon is only 0.01, with the input photon mostly lost in environment.

When the QD is initially prepared in its excited state, it will emit a single photon into either the CW mode or the CCW one of the resonator in the strong coupling regime. The exit path of the emitted single photon is dependent on which the excited state of the QD is initially populated. Therefore, by selectively initializing the QD in its excited state, we can realize the unidirectional emission of single photons. We are interested in the emission direction of photons. Thus, we replace the QD with a circularly-polarized Gaussian-pulse electric dipole, $E_d(t) = \sqrt{ε_0/π}exp(-(t-τ_d)/(2τ_p^2))sin(ω(−)τ−τ_d)$, in the FDTD simulation to illustrate the unidirectional emission, where $τ_p$ is the duration of the dipole-emitted photon pulse. When the QD is prepared in the state $|3\rangle$, it exclusively couples to the CCW mode. The single photon exits the system through the port 2, as shown in Figs. 4(a) and (e). When the state $|−3\rangle$ is initially populated, the single photon comes out from the port 1, see Figs. 4(b) and (f). In Figs. 4(a) and (b), the dipole is on resonance with the WGM at $λ_c = 1.556$ μm and $τ_p$ is long that $τ_p > 2π/κ$. The emitted narrow-band photon pulse is captured by the resonator and exits the resonator as a long pulse. For $τ_p \ll 2π/κ$, the spectrum of the emitted single photon covers several resonator modes. The QD emits a photon into environment with a large probability. The photon excitation captured by the resonator excites the WGM modes falling into the spectrum with different probabilities and circulates unidirectionally along the resonator (see Figs. 4(c)-(f)). In this case, because a single QD can only emit a single photon, the exit field is a single-photon pulse chain with energies at the excited WGMs. Therefore, it
is time-energy entangled (see the supplemental material).

In conclusion, we have designed a chiral single-photon interface with a QD-resonator system. The evanescent e-field of the resonator is perfectly circularly-polarized along the whole side surfaces. Thus, the strong light-matter interaction with a near unity OC can be achieved without the requirement of precisely positioning the quantum emitter as the previous chiral quantum systems. Using this chiral photonic interface, we show a broadband single-photon isolator and controllable unidirectional emission of single photons. Our approach might also can be applied to a chiral quantum system consisting of a subwavelength resonator interacting with 2D material or a perovskite QD, prepared and operating at room temperature [75–77]. Our proposal provides a on-chip platform for a multifunctional single-photon interface with several GHz bandwidth.
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To limit the optical chirality to a region from $-1$ to $1$, which can present a clearer picture to readers, here we normalize the conventional optical chirality with the local energy density.
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